
Want to get out  get some fresh air and do something new   

 Come out and visit the non profit Simpson Railroad and take a ride on 

one our speeders. Speeders are open air but masks will be required.  All funds 

raised go towards bringing the Simpson Railroad back to life with scenic and 

holiday train rides.  

August 15th & 15th 10am -4pm 
Departures every 20 minutes (or less) 

10138 W Shelton Matlock Road (approx. mile post 10). 

In the Stillwater Industrial Park (Old Simpson Sortyard) 

Family  Friendly  Event  
We  accommodate family groups together as one group per speeder whenever possible 

 



 Enter at the Stillwater Industrial Park middle entrance at 10138 W Shelton 

Matlock Road (approx. mile post 10). Signs will direct you to the parking area 

just inside thru the gate. The ride is around the loop of the industrial park a dis-

tance of approximately 2 miles. While on the speeder we ask you to please re-

main seated and will require mask to be worn per State regulations.  While vis-

iting us we will have souvenir items available like Simpson Railroad baseball 

hats and T-shirts. You can also walk over and take your picture in front of the 

Simpson giants loaded log car . We do require a ticket for a suggested donation 

of $5. All the funds raised go towards expanding our public events and bring 

scenic and holiday train rides to Shelton and the Simpson railroad.  The Penin-

sular Railroad & Lumbermen's Museum is a non-profit all volunteer railroad 

dedicated to preserving the last active logging railroad in the U.S. the Simpson 

Railroad. Along with the rich history of logging and Railway history of the 

Olympic Peninsula.  

 The Simpson Railroad speeders, or otherwise known as gang cars, were 

used to inspect track, perform light maintenance duties and move workers about 

the Simpson Railroad. Both of our speeders where built by Fairmont Motor Car 

in the mid 1970s. Numbered 5-5 and the 5-3 they have spent their entire work-

ing life for the Simpson Railroad on the Olympic Peninsula of Washington 

state.  Both cars are part of the  Peninsular Railway and lumbermen’s Museum 

active historic collection. The PRLM’s goal is to preserve the rich Logging and 

Railway history of Washington’s  Olympic Peninsula. Preserving and operating 

this railroad is one of those goals. Fundraisers like these offer the public a 

chance to ride an otherwise worker only experience.    


